stress-free tactics for finding

hourly workers

View today’s often-stressful hourly worker
marketplace in a whole new light with the
help of four important considerations in
this complimentary white paper

welcome to brighter

Looking for hourly workers? You’re certainly not alone. Employers across
industries are realizing that the usual strategy for attracting and retaining this
critical employee group is no longer effective in today’s highly competitive
landscape. Figuring out your next move can be tough.
One thing remains clear as you charter your course:
pay is the most important motivator for employees.
Don’t be fooled, though: it’s critical that you apply a
multi-faceted approach for your hourly hiring and
retention strategy.
Employers today are getting creative, and it includes
everything from sign-on and retention bonuses to
expanded benefits and revamped company culture.

Let’s explore four important considerations
for employers as you reimagine your strategy
for attracting and retaining today’s vital
hourly workers.

Provided cash sign-on bonuses to
newly hired hourly employees
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Consideration #1: companies are using incentives
In today’s candidate-friendly hiring market, companies
are putting their money where their mouth is in order
to hire new hourly workers.
More than 40% of employers said they are offering
cash sign-on bonuses to new hires for at least some
jobs, or were considering doing so this year.
So how much are companies shelling out for
new hires?
When presented with average sign-on bonus ranges,
the most common answers across industries were
$500-900 and $1,000-2,499 for low-skilled and skilled
hourly workers, respectively.*
Low-skilled worker

Skilled worker

$500-900

$1,000-2,499

Low-skilled worker
An employee who performs
manual and repetitive tasks
that can be learned in less
than 30 days; usually does
not require specific education
or specialized training.

Skilled worker
Any worker who has a special
skill, training, knowledge
or (usually acquired) ability;
may have attended a college,
university, or technical school,
including apprentice/journey.
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Consideration #2: internal minimum wages
are competitive
Workers, companies, advocacy groups, and lawmakers
have been talking about increasing the federal
minimum wage to $15 per hour for many years now.
So far, though, that’s all it has been: “talk.”
As a result, employers have taken the matter into
their own hands. A whopping 95% of companies
say they are already paying well above the federal
minimum wage of $7.25 per hour. In fact, the majority
of companies’ internal minimum wage is somewhere
between $12-19.99 per hour.
And with the competition for hourly workers heating
up to unprecedented levels today, 61% of companies
said they’ve increased their starting entry-level pay
rate for new low-skilled hourly workers to an even
higher internal minimum wage. For skilled workers,
it was 55%.
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Consideration #3: retention is key
New hires aren’t the only ones who need incentivizing.
If you’re going to survive in today’s cut-throat
environment, it’s vital that you retain your current
hourly workers.
How do you keep them around?
In addition to increasing starting hourly pay for
internal candidates selected for new roles, some
companies are also offering (or considering offering)
retention bonuses to help motivate workers to stick
around. The average rate of retention bonuses across
industries for both low-skilled and skilled hourly
workers is $500-999.
And on top of that, some companies are even
experimenting with increasing shift premiums to
those working an “undesirable shift.”
Additional incentives being considered:
• Retirement account contributions
• Healthcare benefits
• Disability and life insurance
• Student loan assistance
• Paid time off
• Flexible working hours
• Time off for national holidays
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Consideration #4: it’s all about the long-term
Right now, companies are taking a reactive approach
to labor shortages out of necessity. It’s been a
scramble to try to recover from the scarcity and high
turnover among hourly workers, and it’s required fast
actions like some of the strategies we’ve discussed
so far.
But what about the long-term? These labor market
challenges are systemic and — once the immediate
dust settles — are likely to persist to some extent. The
key to the long-term solutions for these complex
challenges is a proactive, multi-faceted strategy.

Complex challenges will require multi-faceted solutions
Fast Actions

Long-Term Solutions

Address supply
through the value proposition

Address supply
through sourcing

Address demand
through new work models

Financial Fixes
Benefits and Experiences
• Pay premiums
• Flexible working
• I ncreasing internal • New / enhanced
minimum wages
benefits or perks
• Referral bonuses
• Paid time off
• Retention awards
• Total rewards
• Hiring bonuses
communication and
• Incentive pay
employer branding

Rethinking Talent
Strategies
• S
 trategic workforce
planning
• T
 alent acquisition and
sourcing strategies
• I dentifying skill adjacencies
and career pathways

Workforce Transformation
• W
 ork design to optimize the
use of talent
• Alternative sourcing models
– automation, gig, etc.
• Talent marketplaces

2021 US Compensation Planning Survey, special July edition:
The Hourly Workforce

Finding the hourly workers you need
has never been easier
Mercer’s Hourly Compensation Tool helps you
find out exactly:

who
Know exactly who you are up against, because it’s
not always your direct competitors recruiting for
the skills you need and beating you out for hourly
workers today.

where
Find the workers you need where you need them.
When you better understand who you are competing
with in your local area, you can expand your search to
find workers with similar experience in other
industries.

what
There’s no more guesswork when you know all about
the different scenarios that can impact hourly pay,
short-term incentives, and other compensation drivers.
The fully customizable Mercer Hourly
Compensation Tool will drastically improve the
way you search for and hire the hourly workers
you need in competitive industries like:
• Hospitality
• Manufacturing
• Healthcare
• Transportation
• Retail
...and more

Watch a demo now at
imercer.com/revolution
Or call 866-923-2256

when you’re ready,

count on Mercer
Mercer is a business of Marsh McLennan
(NYSE: MMC), which has 76,000 colleagues
and $17 billion in revenue and is the world’s
leading professional services firm in the
areas of risk, strategy, and people. Through
its numerous market-leading businesses,
including Marsh, Guy Carpenter, and Oliver
Wyman, Marsh McLennan helps clients
navigate an increasingly dynamic and
complex environment.
Mercer is uniquely qualified to help
organizations design and execute
sophisticated workforce strategies, whether
it’s for a multinational organization or a
local company attempting to grow within its
market. We provide best-in-class consulting,
rigorous analytics, and data-driven insights
that help organizations make fact-based
decisions.
Gain confidence and peace of mind when
making employee pay decisions using input
from one of the largest sources of employerrelated data. Our products span the globe
and cross most industries, providing you
with robust, relevant data to manage your
workforce decisions.

hourly worker

worksheet

When it comes to hourly workers, hiring can be tough. Even
after you’ve made a new hire, it’s often “here today” and
“gone tomorrow.” A small change is often all it takes for hiring
and retaining.
While none of these three questions have all of the right answers,
if you consider them together, you can unlock the value you need
to win with hourly workers.

How much will you pay?

Your answers

Things to consider
How much is the business down the street paying? Just $1 per hour
more than you do could be all it takes for them to steal away qualified
candidates or even your current employees. Getting pay right is
fundamental.
Did you include the hourly pay rate in your job postings? Job seekers
looking for hourly positions often expect the rate to be listed.
Do you understand your local labor market and have a realistic
definition of what skills are needed to perform your jobs? Who are
you competing with for talent?

Where will they work?

Your answers

Things to consider
It’s less about the actual location and more about the people who are
there and the atmosphere you create. Does your organization offer
a positive environment with engaged managers? If not, what can be
done to address this?
Do you understand what your employees value (and do not value)
about your workplace? How would you prioritize which changes
should be made based on these insights?
Are you holding managers accountable—not only for profits—
but also for developing employees and promoting the culture?

What work will they do?
Things to consider
Have you taken a look at how you divvy up responsibilities to make
sure no one worker is only responsible for the less-desirable work?
Are you being honest with your hourly candidates and current
employees so that it’s clear what is expected to avoid a mismatch
between your job and a less-than-engaged employee?

Your answers

